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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia
started as a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the
second aim first in 1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of
liberating all places inhabited from Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological
orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost
like a miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I
brought new troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of
Histopia. Should the country stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war
for 2 years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon
after his win Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for
decades. The disaster followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left
over 1 million dead and as many as 1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million.
Most of the refugees inhabited the two major cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city
with over half its population Jewish, part of Histopia for just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor
states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and
rehabilitation of the refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had
also suffered hundreds of thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both
sides, but the truth is that a psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of
Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis
resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in
Paris the next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a
rigged plebiscite later the same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned
threw K.. Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government
issued Emergency Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with
heavy effects (reduction of payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the
imprisonments and exiles the Left organized general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi
on November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the
143 seats among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15
seats had been buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a
government, despite lobbying contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the
Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with
George Kondylis, who died on January 31st, five days after the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of

the Army in political developments forced King George to remove the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and
appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still
couldn’t agree on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was
transferred to Chania and not in Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime
Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left this vain world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the
parties, entrusted the formation of a government to Metaxas. The government appeared to Parliament on April
27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed on forming a government. Only
Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile, fourth in a row, Panagis
Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the opportunity to
present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction to his
plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law,
annuls various articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to
restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures
to combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On
security measures of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was
voted in 1929 from Venizelos government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the
matrix of anti-communism that made these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxaslook like two drops of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and
youth by the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary.
During the regime (1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with
centers the KIng and the dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the
first pole and we can talk about a royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives
were limited and the status could fully determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive
predominantly in the youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was
founded, which aimed at creating the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of
EON the regime would seek, in the future, dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued
through EON to create a "truly independent, responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political
aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to" new cultural achievements " all based to the triptych
"Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread "motto" of modern Histopian history connected
with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age
in pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens,
after the initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization
(approximately 400 persons with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically
formed for the exploitation of the unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the
praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of
picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members
joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new organization –some of them were over 30 years olddedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In many cases the accusations were products of
imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and
editors (even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime
from the first day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19,
1936,by which serious benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full
cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in
number, non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in
November 1937 and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues

and the Democrat, the first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization
adopted also the newspaper “Herald”, which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were
part of resistance activities from ex-Venizelists. Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic
failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front
(AMN) and continued to be issued until September 1938. By that time, only an illegal communist youth
organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this
field of the government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the
formidably efficient head of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly
established Secretary of State had all the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal
Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and the Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was
entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s government: to fight Communism and detect foreign spies
(especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany and Britain). Under the supervision of Maniadakis, the
Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from political interference and partisan
considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which increased
its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special
Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements and
offices at the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens
were tortured or even murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938.
From there many communists took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and AiStratis, or places like Akronafplia for political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's
Directive 50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags
of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation
of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism
the external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody
seems willing to tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0104

EVIDENCE 0103

EVIDENCE 0101

EVIDENCE 0102a

EVIDENCE 0102c

EVIDENCE 0102b

“ My father never came to any of my school activities those four years. He allowed me –after me
crying to death- to keep at home only this photo. I am the first on the left.

I remember him answering my complains by saying “I will show you how to be a real man when
time comes. Those suits mean nothing. Men walk around with pride for their actions, not for their
clothing”.
(
Nikolaos Alivizakis 1997,born 1929)

EVIDENCE 0106

EVIDENCE 0105 - separate folder
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia started as
a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the second aim first in
1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating all places inhabited from
Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a
miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought new
troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should the country
stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2
years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win
Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster
followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as many as
1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the two major
cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part of Histopia for
just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of the
refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds of
thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a
psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris the
next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a rigged plebiscite later the
same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw K..
Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued Emergency
Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects (reduction of
payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the Left organized
general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been
buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying
contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic
cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31 st, five days after
the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King George to remove
the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t agree
on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania and not in
Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left this vain

world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation of a government to Metaxas.
The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed
on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile,
fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the
opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction
to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls various
articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security measures
of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929 from Venizelos
government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anti-communism that made
these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth by
the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the regime
(1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the KIng and the
dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we can talk about a
royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the status could fully
determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly in the
youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed at creating
the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek, in the future,
dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly independent,
responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to" new cultural
achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread "motto" of modern
Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after the
initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400 persons
with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the exploitation of the
unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was
short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were
abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new
organization –some of them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In
many cases the accusations were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and editors
(even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from the first
day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which serious
benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in number,
non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in November 1937
and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and the Democrat, the
first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also the newspaper “Herald”,
which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance activities from ex-Venizelists.
Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first
published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued to be issued until September 1938. By that
time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of the
government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably efficient head
of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established Secretary of State had all
the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and the
Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s government: to

fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany and Britain). Under
the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from political interference
and partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which
increased its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special
Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements and offices at
the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens were tortured or even
murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there many communists
took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like Akronafplia for
political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's Directive
50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the
external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing to
tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0201

EVIDENCE 0203

EVIDENCE 0206

EVIDENCE 0202

EVIDENCE 0207

EVIDENCE 0208

And really, the only resistance expressed by the press, except from Rizospastis , was a handful of
illegal, non-communist, newspapers. The first illegal newspaper -published by former minister K.
Aggelopoulos (known royalist) - was Paligenesia, which, in the first issue dated August 5, 1937,
accused the King of circumvention of the Constitution. Before arrested and exiled, Konstantinos
Aggelopoulos printed five more papers attacking the Metaxas dictatorship and its undemocratic
political tactics.

EVIDENCE 0204

“ I don’t really remember much . I do remember though my father
unhorsing Metaxas from our salon . We used to have one picture of him
and one of the king. It was September of 1938, I remember that also
because I was waiting my godfather to give me a new schoolbag for
starting elementary classes.
My father kept a flag all year long at the balcony.
What else? Of course the death of uncle Nikos, although back then I
didn’t understand what had happened. We were not allowed of course not
even to say hello to our neighbor , mister Charistos. Father used to say
: “For two years I was feeding that envious maggot, when he had no job,
no money, not even bread for his family.”

Spoken testimony , Dimitrios Semertzakis, 1998.

EVIDENCE 0205

INFO ABOUT EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE 0201 Honorary medal. Medal for palace Services King
Alexander A’ ,1920.
EVIDENCE 0202 Anticommunist book with the title “What
bolshevism is” , 1925
EVIDENCE 0203 Flag with the royal emblem. Usually held by
royalists.
EVIDENCE 0204 Spoken testimony
EVIDENCE 0205 Short biographical info.
EVIDENCE 0206 Wish card for the new year from ex minister and
family friend Mr.Aggelopoulos.
EVIDENCE 0207 Charistos Georgios, leader of 23rd Labor
Battalion
EVIDENCE 0208 Uncle’s funeral , 6 months after the
tortures , May 1939.
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formerly negative relations with the passive mass)
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leaders)

Personal-psychological

I. Public Documents
II. Maps
III. Photos
IV. Literary texts
V. Spoken testimonies
VI. Demographics
VII. Newspapers
VIII. Letters
IX. Personal archives
X. Posters
XI. Personal items
XII. Topographical data

13) The prudential postponement (cases of late enlistment)
14) Instinctive defense (survival priorities)
15) The idea of been legitimate , structural personality
effect
16) The moral excuse of non collaboration
17) They didn’t hurt me
18) We need some order to this chaos
19) It’ s not my duty to save the world

XIII, Telegraphs
XIV. Cards, post carts
XV. Building information
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia started as
a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the second aim first in
1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating all places inhabited from
Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a
miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought new
troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should the country
stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2
years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win
Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster
followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as many as
1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the two major
cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part of Histopia for
just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of the
refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds of
thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a
psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris the
next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a rigged plebiscite later the
same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw K..
Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued Emergency
Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects (reduction of
payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the Left organized
general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been
buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying
contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic
cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31 st, five days after
the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King George to remove
the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t agree
on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania and not in
Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left this vain

world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation of a government to Metaxas.
The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed
on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile,
fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the
opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction
to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls various
articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security measures
of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929 from Venizelos
government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anti-communism that made
these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth by
the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the regime
(1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the KIng and the
dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we can talk about a
royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the status could fully
determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly in the
youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed at creating
the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek, in the future,
dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly independent,
responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to" new cultural
achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread "motto" of modern
Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after the
initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400 persons
with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the exploitation of the
unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was
short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were
abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new
organization –some of them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In
many cases the accusations were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and editors
(even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from the first
day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which serious
benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in number,
non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in November 1937
and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and the Democrat, the
first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also the newspaper “Herald”,
which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance activities from ex-Venizelists.
Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first
published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued to be issued until September 1938. By that
time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of the
government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably efficient head
of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established Secretary of State had all
the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and the

Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s government: to
fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany and Britain). Under
the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from political interference
and partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which
increased its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special
Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements and offices at
the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens were tortured or even
murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there many communists
took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like Akronafplia for
political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's Directive
50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the
external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing to
tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name
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EVIDENCE 0307b
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EVIDENCE 0303

EVIDENCE 0301

EVIDENCE 0305

INFORMATION ABOUT EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE 0301
Newspaper named Floga(Φλόγα) , 1937

EVIDENCE 0302
Card. Description of geophysical phenomena

EVIDENCE 0303
Photo from hiding point in subjects house

EVIDENCE 0304
Pack of Neolaia magazines, formal magazine of EON, 4 out of more than 20.
0304a October 1938, 0304b January 1939, 0304c April 1939, 0304d January 1940.

EVIDENCE 0305
Soup kitchen personal book

EVIDENCE 0306
Armband. Central Agency of EON, high ranked members, 1940 .

EVIDENCE 0307 maps
0307a modern map of Athens area at large(Attiki)
0307b map of Athens area at large 1930
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farm,later secretary
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia started as a
small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the second aim first in 1864
and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating all places inhabited from
Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and Macedonia.
In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a miracle how 15
years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought new troubles since
political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should the country stand by
Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2 years
(1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win Venizelos
led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster followed was as
huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as many as 1,5 million
refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the two major cities of
Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part of Histopia for just 10
years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of the
refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds of
thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a psychological
schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris the next
year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a rigged plebiscite later the
same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw K..
Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued Emergency Law
to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects (reduction of
payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the Left organized
general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been buffering
agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying contacts between
Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic cycle of fateful deaths
started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31st, five days after the conducted
elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King George to remove the Military
Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t agree
on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania and not in
Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left this vain

world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation of a government to Metaxas.
The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed
on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile,
fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the
opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction
to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls various
articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security measures
of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929 from Venizelos
government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anti-communism that made
these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth by
the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the regime
(1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the KIng and the
dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we can talk about a
royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the status could fully
determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly in the
youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed at creating
the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek, in the future,
dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly independent,
responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to" new cultural
achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread "motto" of modern
Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after the
initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400 persons with
gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the exploitation of the
unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was shortlived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were abolished after
Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new organization –some of
them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In many cases the accusations
were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and editors
(even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from the first day.
After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which serious benefits
were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in number, noncommunist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in November 1937 and
released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and the Democrat, the first issue
of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also the newspaper “Herald”, which first
issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance activities from ex-Venizelists. Their
greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first
published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued to be issued until September 1938. By that
time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of the
government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably efficient head of
the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established Secretary of State had all the
security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and the
Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s government: to

fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany and Britain). Under
the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from political interference and
partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which increased its
staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special Security in Athens
during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements and offices at the junction of
September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens were tortured or even murdered in that
building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there many communists took the road to the
exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like Akronafplia for political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's Directive
50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the external
threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing to tolerate
something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0403
“ I stayed in Athens . My business was here. I stayed
and I worked hard. I always believed that money keep
thing going and I most certainly had no hero complex.
My duty was to my family.
Besides that I never had any special connections with
the regime. It was business as always before and after.
I had never given information about others, even if I
had chances to undermine some of my competitors”.
Spoken testimony for a history research program, 1977.

INFO ABOUT EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE 0401 Personal document
EVIDENCE 0402 Financial edition
EVIDENCE 0403 Spoken testimony
EVIDENCE 0404 Address
EVIDENCE 0405 Telegraph from subject’s brother
EVIDENCE 0406 Photo in a family album. Noted behind “George,
Akronafplia, 1936”

EVIDENCE 0407 Page from the formal review of regime’s achievements
about import-export economy. In the second paragraph it is written that
with special law the government establishes Import Unions for the items
below: coal, rise, sugar, coffee, legume and hake. Those Unions were in
full prosperity that period, despite the world economy crisis.

NAME: Panellas Antonis
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia started as
a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the second aim first in
1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating all places inhabited from
Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a
miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought new
troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should the country
stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2
years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win
Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster
followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as many as
1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the two major
cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part of Histopia for
just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of the
refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds of
thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a
psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris the
next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a rigged plebiscite later the
same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw K..
Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued Emergency
Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects (reduction of
payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the Left organized
general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been
buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying
contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic
cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31 st, five days after
the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King George to remove
the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t agree
on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania and not in
Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left this vain
world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation of a government to Metaxas.

The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed
on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile,
fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the
opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction
to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls various
articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security measures
of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929 from Venizelos
government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anti-communism that made
these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth by
the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the regime
(1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the KIng and the
dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we can talk about a
royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the status could fully
determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly in the
youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed at creating
the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek, in the future,
dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly independent,
responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to" new cultural
achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread "motto" of modern
Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after the
initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400 persons
with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the exploitation of the
unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was
short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were
abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new
organization –some of them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In
many cases the accusations were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and editors
(even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from the first
day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which serious
benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in number,
non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in November 1937
and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and the Democrat, the
first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also the newspaper “Herald”,
which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance activities from ex-Venizelists.
Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first
published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued to be issued until September 1938. By that
time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of the
government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably efficient head
of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established Secretary of State had all
the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and the
Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s government: to
fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany and Britain). Under
the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from political interference

and partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which
increased its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special
Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements and offices at
the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens were tortured or even
murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there many communists
took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like Akronafplia for
political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's Directive
50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the
external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing to
tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0503a

EVIDENCE 0506

EVIDENCE 0508

EVIDENCE 0504a

EVIDENCE 0505b

EVIDENCE 0503b

EVIDENCE 0502

EVIDENCE 0504b

EVIDENCE 0507
“My mother always encouraged us to read newspapers. She, herself was
really an active citizen, politically interested in a way often
provocative for a woman. That is why we were surprised when we heard
her saying in 1936 that politics cannot work in chaos , that the
country needed order first and then democracy. She was tired. Now I can
see that.
So much death and diseases around us, she used to say, that’s what we
should face up to first if we want to build a really human society.”
Eleni Foskolou,spoken testimony, 1984.

EVIDENCE 0505b

INFORMATION ABOUT EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE 0501
0501a Causes of death 1928-1937. First cause with 193.000 infectious diseases
0501b Index of collaborating partners for the Hygiene Exhibition in Athens. Last
column : School of Hygiene , Hellenic Red Cross, Paster Institute of Athens
The exhibition was a major event equivalent of similar international occasions. For
the first time in country’s history such a social intervention for hygiene issues took
place.

EVIDENCE 0502 newspaper
(Akropolis, 1 February) headline : Yesterdays sudden death of Georgios Kondilis.

EVIDENCE 0503 posters
0503a Poster of Venizelos. The woman escorting the children says : “With you our children will
have a bright future”
0503b Poster of Metaxas as protector and inspiration for children

EVIDENCE 0504 pack

of newspapers

0504a (Hellinikon Mellon , May 6) headline: Venizelos and Plastiras sentenced to death. To death.
0504b (Vradini , March 2) headline : How supporters of Venizelos and Plastiras bloodshed the
capital.

EVIDENCE 0505

pack of newspapers

0505 (Akropolis, 28 April) headline : Within three years six elections and three coup
d’état.
0505b (Hellenici Foni, 8 February) headline : Dead-end

EVIDENCE 0506
Subject’s text in “School hygiene” magazine. The magazine was sent to every school
around the country and it was an initiative of the new administration.

EVIDENCE 0507
Spoken testimony of subject’s daughter

EVIDENCE 0508 photo
Note behind the photo: “With the man I trust most for my country (Venizelos) on his visit to our
station (1930)”.

NAME: Foskolou Maria

EVIDENCES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER:

AGE : 1890-1969
EDUCATION:MedicineUniv.
PROFESSION:Doctor
ADRESS: Ekali
FAMILY INFO:2 kids
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Recent historical traumas ( historically documented )
Relevant political axon
Political failure
The experience of basic politics - security
Tradition of resistance
Traumatized collectivity (civil wars, rivals in local or
communal or economic or political fields)
Near the edge – ideological relevance in parts of a
totalitarian or fascist or extremist theory
Institutional collapse ( religion , officialdom , security
forces)
The idea of a provisional situation
Lack of a trustworthy resistance proposal
The significant “other” victim (cases that the victim has
formerly negative relations with the passive mass)
Lack of spiritual leadership (intellectuals, religion
leaders)

Personal-psychological
13) The prudential postponement (cases of late enlistment)
14) Instinctive defense (survival priorities)
15) The idea of been legitimate , structural personality
effect
16) The moral excuse of non collaboration
17) They didn’t hurt me
18) We need some order to this chaos
19) It’ s not my duty to save the world

I. Public Documents
II. Maps
III. Photos
IV. Literary texts
V. Spoken testimonies
VI. Demographics
VII. Newspapers
VIII. Letters
IX. Personal archives
X. Posters
XI. Personal items
XII. Topographical data
XIII, Telegraphs
XIV. Cards, post carts
XV. Building information
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia started as
a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the second aim first in
1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating all places inhabited
from Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a
miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought new
troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should the
country stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2
years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win
Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster
followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as many
as 1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the two
major cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part of
Histopia for just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of
the refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds of
thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a
psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris the
next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a rigged plebiscite later
the same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw K..
Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued Emergency
Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects (reduction of
payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the Left organized
general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been
buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying
contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic
cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31 st, five days
after the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King George to
remove the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t
agree on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania and
not in Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left

this vain world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation of a government
to Metaxas. The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until
parties agreed on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted
for. Meanwhile, fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular
gave Metaxas the opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling
partly any reaction to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas
plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls
various articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security
measures of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929
from Venizelos government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anticommunism that made these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops of
water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth by
the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the
regime (1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the KIng
and the dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we can talk
about a royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the status could
fully determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly in
the youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed at
creating the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek, in
the future, dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly
independent, responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to"
new cultural achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread
"motto" of modern Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths
from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after the
initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400 persons
with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the exploitation of the
unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was
short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were
abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new
organization –some of them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In
many cases the accusations were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and editors
(even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from the first
day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which serious
benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in number,
non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in November 1937
and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and the Democrat, the
first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also the newspaper
“Herald”, which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance activities from exVenizelists. Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame”
(Floga) was first published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued to be issued until
September 1938. By that time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship
publishing effort.

The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of the
government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably efficient head
of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established Secretary of State had
all the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and
the Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s
government: to fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany
and Britain). Under the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from
political interference and partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the
Gestapo, which increased its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of
the Special Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements
and offices at the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens were
tortured or even murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there
many communists took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like
Akronafplia for political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's Directive
50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the
external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing to
tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0601

EVIDENCE 0602

EVIDENCE 0606

EVIDENCE 0605

Six years after the arrival of the refuges there were still texts demanding the "purification of the capital,"
the separation of "pure Greeks" by "Tourkosporous"(Turkish seeds). Examples of the anti-refugee hysteria
that gripped the pro-monarchy citizens were the slogans that were heard (9 November 1923) at the rally of
the monarchists at Olympian Zeus columns. One characteristic was: "Burn the refugees". This attitude was
not confined to the ignorant "indigenous" people who could be fanaticized by unscrupulous monarchist
politicians, but also characterized the intellect of the Greek Kingdom. Typical were the outbreaks of George
Vlahos in "Kathimerini" newspaper, who even in 1928 called the refugees as "refugee herd". Nikos
Kraniotakis, monarchist publisher of the newspaper Proinos Tipos demanded in 1933 refugees to wear
yellow armbands to distinguish themselves and to avoid the Greeks. Parliament member Bourboulis from
Spetses accused in 1934 refugees members of the parliament that the Jews of Thessalonica "are more
Greeks than you”.
Γιώργος Κόκκινος – Βλάσης Αγτζίδης – Έλλη Λεμονίδου, Tο τραύμα και οι πολιτικές της Μνήμης. Ενδεικτικές
όψεις των συμβολικών πολέμων για την Ιστορία και τη Μνήμη, εκδ. Ταξιδευτής, 2010, Αθήνα.

EVIDENCE 0604

Metaxas speech (January 10th) to Worker’s Unions , very sentimental, focusing to the fact that the worker identity
brings pride with it, pride which everybody should acknowledge.
Historical data
Metaxas implemented the 8 hour working day, the Sunday holiday was imposed in 80 towns and villages, so as the 15
days annual compulsory leave of absence. 237 collective agreements were signed until 1938 and the use of minors in
work was banned. Treatment of all employees was institutionalized and organized. Metaxas founded the "Workers'
House" with the aim to offer entertainment, literacy courses, excursions and theatrical plays for workers and
unemployed. A Social Welfare School was established together with clinics for monitoring pregnant women. The
government combated malaria by creating 42 clinics and trachoma in 51 clinics across the country, where 7124 children
were hospitalized, organized student rations for 50,000 children and in 1937 decided the soup kitchens to become
pedagogical and educational institutions. Soup kitchens were also organized for needy and unemployed in 48 cities of
Greece.

EVIDENCE 0607

EVIDENCE 0603

NAME: Ram-OGLOU Nikos

EVIDENCES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER:

AGE : 1908-1989
EDUCATION:elementary
PROFESSION:Worker
ADRESS: ΔΡΑΠΕΤΣΩΝΑ
FAMILY INFO: no family
INFO EXTRACTED BY RESEARCH:
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Political failure
The experience of basic politics - security
Tradition of resistance
Traumatized collectivity (civil wars, rivals in local or
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Near the edge – ideological relevance in parts of a
totalitarian or fascist or extremist theory
Institutional collapse ( religion , officialdom , security
forces)
The idea of a provisional situation
Lack of a trustworthy resistance proposal
The significant “other” victim (cases that the victim has
formerly negative relations with the passive mass)
Lack of spiritual leadership (intellectuals, religion
leaders)

Personal-psychological

I. Public Documents
II. Maps
III. Photos
IV. Literary texts
V. Spoken testimonies
VI. Demographics
VII. Newspapers
VIII. Letters
IX. Personal archives
X. Posters
XI. Personal items
XII. Topographical data

13) The prudential postponement (cases of late enlistment)
14) Instinctive defense (survival priorities)
15) The idea of been legitimate , structural personality
effect
16) The moral excuse of non collaboration
17) They didn’t hurt me
18) We need some order to this chaos
19) It’ s not my duty to save the world

XIII, Telegraphs
XIV. Cards, post carts
XV. Building information
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia started as
a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the second aim first in
1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating all places inhabited from
Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a
miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought new
troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should the country
stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2
years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win
Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster
followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as many as
1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the two major
cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part of Histopia for
just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of the
refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds of
thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a
psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris the
next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a rigged plebiscite later the
same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw K..
Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued Emergency
Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects (reduction of
payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the Left organized
general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been
buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying
contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The tragic
cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31 st, five days after
the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King George to remove
the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t agree
on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania and not in
Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos Demertzis left this vain

world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation of a government to Metaxas.
The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed
on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile,
fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the
opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction
to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls various
articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security measures
of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929 from Venizelos
government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anti-communism that made
these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth by
the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the regime
(1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the KIng and the
dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we can talk about a
royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the status could fully
determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly in the
youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed at creating
the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek, in the future,
dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly independent,
responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation to" new cultural
achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most widespread "motto" of modern
Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after the
initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400 persons
with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the exploitation of the
unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their action, however, was
short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the Labor Battalions were
abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit best in their new
organization –some of them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for regime enemies. In
many cases the accusations were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and editors
(even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from the first
day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which serious
benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in number,
non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in November 1937
and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and the Democrat, the
first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also the newspaper “Herald”,
which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance activities from ex-Venizelists.
Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first
published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued to be issued until September 1938. By that
time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of the
government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably efficient head
of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established Secretary of State had all
the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police, the Fire Department and the
Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic functions of Metaxa’s government: to

fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria and later on, Germany and Britain). Under
the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City Police by 20% – free from political interference
and partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police (the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which
increased its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to 1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special
Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building with labyrinthine corridors, basements and offices at
the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many communists and democratic citizens were tortured or even
murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there many communists
took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like Akronafplia for
political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's Directive
50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the
external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing to
tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0707

EVIDENCE 0701
EVIDENCE 0706b

EVIDENCE 0702

EVIDENCE 0705a

EVIDENCE 0705b

Delmouzos unable to explain the successive implementation failures of a
linguistic reform in education, will -after the splitting of the Educational Groupsupport that the reason was the involvement of politics in subjects such as school and
vernacular language issues, clearly "ethnic". Indeed, he identified the politicization of
the request for the vernacular to Glinos, who led to the identification of vernacular and
communism. Triantafillidis also agreed with Delmouzos for the interclass character of
the matter. But he considered that the cause of misfortune was the general political
partisanship and stated that he was willing to become involved in any "national" policy,
whoever applies it.
Thus, Delmouzos applauded Metaxas as Minister of Education and Triantafyllides
spoke about a triumph of the vernacular thanks to Metaxas and assumed the syntax of a
new grammar.
Indeed, Ioannis Metaxas didn’t found almost any resistance from the liberal block. The
confusion in the field of ideas and lack of social conscience of intellectuals allowed
noble democratic figures to publish worshiping texts about Metaxas and his vernacular
spirit.
Α. Φραγκουδάκη, Εκπαιδευτική Μεταρρύθμιση και Φιλελεύθεροι Διανοούμενοι. Άγονοι αγώνες και
ιδεολογικά αδιέξοδα στο μεσοπόλεμο, Κέδρος, Αθήνα 1986.

EVIDENCE 0706a

EVIDENCE 0704

INFORMATION ABOUT EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE 0701 photo
My father with Venizelos in Ankara meeting 1930. His last trip.

EVIDENCE 0702
Spoken testimony of the subject.

EVIDENCE 0703
0703a Bulletin of the Holy Synod of the Greek Church
describing EON as a blessed christian organization
0703b photos from EON’s magazine. Note: “What I want for them is to believe in God’s
higher force and submit to it” I.Metaxas

EVIDENCE 0704 photos
EON activities about ancient history of the country

EVIDENCE 0705 photos
Note : “Beautiful days”

EVIDENCE 0706
0706a Excerpt from historical research monograph
(Alexandros Delmouzos , Manolis Triantaffilides --- wikipedia)
0706b Handwritten laudatory about Metaxas from Kostis Palamas, one of the greatest
poets in country’s history.

EVIDENCE 0707 Personal ID booklet for EON members
fully stamped , meaning that the member is fully consistent to her obligations.

NAME: Fragia Eleni

EVIDENCES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER:

AGE : 1917-1976
EDUCATION:university
PROFESSION:university student
ADRESS: Plaka area
FAMILY INFO: orphan
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Recent historical traumas ( historically documented )
Relevant political axon
Political failure
The experience of basic politics - security
Tradition of resistance
Traumatized collectivity (civil wars, rivals in local or
communal or economic or political fields)
Near the edge – ideological relevance in parts of a
totalitarian or fascist or extremist theory
Institutional collapse ( religion , officialdom , security
forces)
The idea of a provisional situation
Lack of a trustworthy resistance proposal
The significant “other” victim (cases that the victim has
formerly negative relations with the passive mass)
Lack of spiritual leadership (intellectuals, religion
leaders)

Personal-psychological

I. Public Documents
II. Maps
III. Photos
IV. Literary texts
V. Spoken testimonies
VI. Demographics
VII. Newspapers
VIII. Letters
IX. Personal archives
X. Posters
XI. Personal items
XII. Topographical data

13) The prudential postponement (cases of late enlistment)
14) Instinctive defense (survival priorities)
15) The idea of been legitimate , structural personality
effect
16) The moral excuse of non collaboration
17) They didn’t hurt me
18) We need some order to this chaos
19) It’ s not my duty to save the world

XIII, Telegraphs
XIV. Cards, post carts
XV. Building information
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Short political history of Histopia
The period of Histopia’s history that interests us starts almost 90 years after its independence. Histopia
started as a small geographical entity struggling to survive economically and expand its borders. Concerning the
second aim first in 1864 and then again in 1881 Histopia expanded its territory significantly, but the idea of liberating
all places inhabited from Histopians in big numbers remained the basic political and ideological orientation.
For almost 25 years Histopia was involved in political and military actions trying to incorporate Krete and
Macedonia. In 1897 a traumatic war defeat caused the financial collapse of the country, making it seem almost like a
miracle how 15 years later both Krete and Macedonia were parts of Histopia along with Epirus. World War I brought
new troubles since political and military administration was divided concerning the formal stand of Histopia. Should
the country stand by Entente or should it stay neutral?
That question triggered the Great Division (1915) which finally took the proportions of a ruthless civil war for 2
years (1916-17) and ended with Venizelos in head of the winning side and King Konstantinos exiled. Soon after his win
Venizelos led Histopian forces to the borders of the national dream that haunted the country for decades. The disaster
followed was as huge as the dream itself. The evacuation of Histopian army in 1922 left over 1 million dead and as
many as 1,5 million refugees. Histopia by that time had a population of 4,5 million. Most of the refugees inhabited the
two major cities of Histopia, Athens and Thessaloniki. Thessaloniki was a city with over half its population Jewish, part
of Histopia for just 10 years and a real bone of contention for neighbor states around Histopia.
The years after the refugee flood a titanic effort took place for the relief, accommodation and rehabilitation of
the refugees, although not within ideal sociopolitical conditions. Native Histopian families had also suffered hundreds
of thousands of dead or wounded soldiers. The healing process needed time for both sides, but the truth is that a
psychological schism tantalized Histopian society until 1940.
Political situation was anything but helpful as the following timeline presents emphatically.











1924, 25 March: Histopia is proclaimed a republic. Pavlos Kountouriotis becomes the first President of Histopia.
1924, 13 April: A plebiscite condones the change of constitution.
1924, 7 October: Failed military coup.
1925, 15 March: Successful coup directed by General Theodoros Pangalos. President Pavlos Kountouriotis resigns.
1926, 23 August: General Pangalos is overthrown after a coup. Caretaker government of Georgios Kondylis.
1928: Venizelos returns from exile and his Liberals win power again.
1933, March: Failed pro-Venezelist coup.
1933, 6 June: Second assassination attempt against Venizelos in Athens.
1935, March: Failed coup directed by Venizelos and Nikolaos Plastiras. Venizelos flees in France and dies in Paris
the next year, the armed forces are purged of Venizelist and Republican officers.
1935, 10 October: Coup directed by Georgios Kondylis abolishes the Republic, confirmed by a
rigged plebiscite later the same year.

During 1934 several major strikes took place in October 1935, C. Kondylis and Al. Papagos overturned threw
K.. Tsaldari and imposed an autocratic royalist regime. Immediately (16 / 11.20.35) the new government issued
Emergency Law to refer any industrial dispute to an arbitration procedure and prohibited any strike with heavy effects
(reduction of payment, imprisonment, dismissal etc.) for offenders. In response to the imprisonments and exiles the
Left organized general political hunger strike and nationwide protests in December.


1935, 3 November: George II is restored to the throne.
King George, commissioned the formation of a provisional government to the jurist Constantine Demertzi on
November 30, 1935.The country was led to new elections on January 26, 1936, but their effect was to tie the 143 seats
among Venizelist Themistocles Sofouli and Republicans of Panayi Tsaldari. The Communists with 15 seats had been
buffering agents, but disagreements between political leaders did not allow to form a government, despite lobbying
contacts between Themistocles Sofoulis and the Secretary General of the Communist Party, Stelios Sklavainas. The
tragic cycle of fateful deaths started from the first month of 1936, with George Kondylis, who died on January 31 st, five
days after the conducted elections. The ongoing interventions of the Army in political developments forced King
George to remove the Military Minister Alexandros Papagos and appoint in his place Ioannis Metaxas, on March 5th.
The Demertzi government renewed its mandate on March 14, 1936, because parliament parties still couldn’t
agree on forming a government. On March 18, 1936 Venizelos died exiled in Paris. His body was transferred to Chania

and not in Athens, after fierce opponents reactions. Third in the series of deaths, Prime Minister Konstantinos
Demertzis left this vain world on April 13, 1936. King George, without consulting the parties, entrusted the formation
of a government to Metaxas. The government appeared to Parliament on April 27, 1936 and got confidence or
tolerance vote to rule until parties agreed on forming a government. Only Communists and George Papandreou voted
against him. The rest voted for. Meanwhile, fourth in a row, Panagis Tsaldaris died of a heart attack on May 17th. The
death of Tsaldaris particular gave Metaxas the opportunity to present himself more as the undisputed leader of the
anti-Venizelists’ world, cancelling partly any reaction to his plans. The four deaths, left the country without
personalities capable to oppose the Metaxas plans.
1936, 4 August: Coup by General Ioannis Metaxas, who declares a state of emergency, decrees martial law, annuls
various articles of the Constitution and establishes a crisis cabinet to end the increasing riots and to restore social
order.
The day after September 18, 1936, the dictatorship of August 4 issued the Emergency Law 117 "on measures to
combating communism and his consequences." This law came to replace the Law 4229 / 25.07.1929 "On security
measures of social status and protection of citizens’ 'freedoms', the notorious “Idionimon”, which was voted in 1929
from Venizelos government. In reality, of course, both legislations came from the same matrix, the matrix of anticommunism that made these two politicians -the democratic Venizelos and the dictator Metaxas- look like two drops
of water.
The responsibilities and powers of Metaxas were restricted in the fields of foreign policy, military and youth
by the king's powers. The role of Metaxas in the first two sectors remained until 1941 complementary. During the
regime (1936-1941) there were two distinct (tangent but not concentric) political power poles with centers the
KIng and the dictator. During the first two years, the balance system of power tilted toward the first pole and we
can talk about a royal dictatorship. Since September 1938 the royal powers and initiatives were limited and the
status could fully determined as Metaxas dictatorship.
Relations between the two strong men (King and Metaxas) emerged (unseen) competitive predominantly
in the youth education field. In November 1936 the National Youth Organization (EON) was founded, which aimed
at creating the massive popular support that the regime lacked. Through the ranks of EON the regime would seek,
in the future, dedicated persons to staff the state agencies . The State pursued through EON to create a "truly
independent, responsible and selfless leader class" a "national political aristocracy ', which would lead the Nation
to" new cultural achievements " all based to the triptych "Homeland, religion, family" perhaps the most
widespread "motto" of modern Histopian history connected with dominant ideology and over time following very
complex paths from 1880 to 1930.
EON members wore dark blue uniforms and dikocho(special hat), and were separated according to age in
pioneers (7-13 years), phalangites B (14-18) and phalangites A ( 19-25). In December 1937, also in Athens, after
the initiative of Mr. Kotzias, the Labor Battalions were founded, a paramilitary organization (approximately 400
persons with gray uniforms) following the Nazi model. The Labor Battalions were typically formed for the
exploitation of the unemployed in public works, but actually aimed at functioning the praetorians’ guard. Their
action, however, was short-lived and practically did not exceed the limits of picturesque. On June 9, 1938 the
Labor Battalions were abolished after Metaxa’s decision and their members joined EON. Some of them trying to fit
best in their new organization –some of them were over 30 years old- dedicated themselves in witch-hunting for
regime enemies. In many cases the accusations were products of imagination or personal hatred.
The truth is that Metaxas had no trouble to control the press. Most of the newspaper owners and
editors (even those who had previously criticized Metaxas) served with great pleasure the interests of the regime from
the first day. After all, business was growing fast due to Metaxa’s Emergency Law 23/36, of August 19, 1936,by which
serious benefits were granted to the owners and editors of newspapers in exchange for full cooperation and
unreserved support.
The only resistance expressed by the press, except for Rizospastis, was some illegal, minimum in
number, non-communist, newspapers. The illegal organization "Society of Friends"(Filiki Etaireia”) was founded in
November 1937 and released three secret papers: “Freedom”, with six issues, “the Constitution”, with five issues and
the Democrat, the first issue of which was printed, but was seized before the release. The organization adopted also
the newspaper “Herald”, which first issue was seized before its release too. Those publications were part of resistance
activities from ex-Venizelists. Their greatest moment, the attempted coup of 1938, was an epic failure. Another
newspaper, the “Flame” (Floga) was first published in 1937 by the Anti-dictatorship Youth Front (AMN) and continued

to be issued until September 1938. By that time, only an illegal communist youth organization, OKNE, was kept on the
anti-dictatorship publishing effort.
The weak press resistance to the regime was partly a result of police work. Central figure on this field of
the government was Konstantinos Maniadakis (Greek: Κωνσταντίνος Μανιαδάκης) notorious as the formidably
efficient head of the internal Security Services of the 4th of August Regime (1936–1941). The newly established
Secretary of State had all the security forces in the country under its jurisdiction (the Royal Gendarmerie, the Police,
the Fire Department and the Directorate of Immigration and Passports) and was entrusted with one of the basic
functions of Metaxa’s government: to fight Communism and detect foreign spies (especially those from Italy, Bulgaria
and later on, Germany and Britain). Under the supervision of Maniadakis, the Gendarmerie force increased, the City
Police by 20% – free from political interference and partisan considerations. These also boomed the Political Police
(the Histopian equivalent to the Gestapo, which increased its staff to 445 officers and non-commissioned officers up to
1,200 agents. The headquarters of the Special Security in Athens during the dictatorship of August 4th was a building
with labyrinthine corridors, basements and offices at the junction of September 3rd number 106 and Derigny. Many
communists and democratic citizens were tortured or even murdered in that building, as the veteran communist Nikos
Valianatos on August 9th , 1938. From there many communists took the road to the exile mostly to islands of the
Aegean Sea, like Anafi and Ai-Stratis, or places like Akronafplia for political prisoners.


1937, 15 December: Mass NKVD operation against Histopians in the USSR begins, based on Joseph Stalin's
Directive 50125 of Dec. 1937, resulting in the loss of 38,000 Soviet citizens of Histopian descent at the Gulags of
Siberia.
 1940, 28 October: After the dictator Ioannis Metaxas rejects an Italian ultimatum demanding the occupation of
Histopian territory, Italian forces invade Histopia. Beginning of the Histopio-Italian War.
After communism, a new, totally external enemy had emerged. And again even more than communism the
external threat gave Metaxas the opportunity to increase social coherence around the regime. Anybody seems willing
to tolerate something bad, if to avoid something worst.
You need also to use these:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Union_of_Greece
http://metaxas-project.com/greek-fascist-youth-eon/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_name

EVIDENCE 0808

EVIDENCE 0804

EVIDENCE 0806

EVIDENCE 0807

EVIDENCE 0803

EVIDENCE 0805

EVIDENCE 080

EVIDENCE 0801

INFO ABOUT EVIDENCE
EVIDENCE 0801 photos
“Three days with my savior chef, uncle John” Hotel Apergi,
Athens 4/8/1931
EVIDENCE 0802 photo of the subject in a EEE event.
EVIDENCE 0803 page from EON’ s formal magazine.
Congratulations to member Aggelidis Athanasios for finding
and handing over to the police a wallet full of money. (1938)
A note attached to it: “My only real connection with EON”.
EVIDENCE 0804 Personal items. Armband. Central Agency of
EON, high ranked members, 1941.
EVIDENCE 0805 cart postal
“Grandfather’s store, before the fire and before Modiano
ruined our lives”
EVIDENCE 0806 newspaper Macedonia, headline: Night turmoil
in Thessaloniki. Destructive fire(arson) at Jewish settlement
Kampel. 29/7/1931.
EVIDENCE 0807 photo Elis Modiano
Eli Modiano (1881-1968)
One of the most famous architects of Thessaloniki, member of the
wealthy Sephardic Modiano family, son of the banker Jacob (Yako)
Modiano.

EVIDENCE 0808 newspaper Akropolis , 28/10/1940
Declaration of war from Italy.

NAME: Aggelidis Athanasios EVIDENCES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER:
AGE : 1919-1984
EDUCATION:elementary
PROFESSION:none steady
ADRESS: no permanent
address known
FAMILY INFO:no family
INFO EXTRACTED BY RESEARCH:

NARRATION:

CASE SOLUTION:

